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Chapter 2315

Lu Wushen couldn’t figure it out. Even though he had just joined forces with Ao Shane to
break the evil spirit of George, George should be extremely weak.

After all, if he had a good spirit, how could he be devoured by the dragon. Directly into
the demon!

How did Lu Wushen know that George’s enchantment was not passive, but active…

passively, he was naturally attracted by the evil spirit, and the evil spirit was addicted to
the soul, but George had discussed it with the dragon at all. It’s just that when he loses
his mind because of the rage, he can’t control the blood of the dragon in his body.

As the two true gods joined forces to injure George, George consumed a great deal of
power of the evil spirit in the battle. The explosion of the dragon’s blood was relieved,
and George’s consciousness slowly regained its dominant position over a long period of
time.

As for the evil spirits, it was because George was still in anger, and the evil spirits were
only weakened by bursting, rather than being completely suppressed.

“Smelly boy, let you taste what real ginger is! Drink it. The Eight Gods can open it all for
me!”

Boom!

As Ao Shane roared with anger, the eight doors in his body were fully opened, his vitality
leaked out, and the surplus power of the divine energy leaked out, and the wind blowing
around his body danced wildly. Then, there was another bang. .

For a time, there were huge waves all over the sky!

“Then I’ll tell you this old thing, what is the heart of the dragon who is afraid of being
strong in a young man. Give me a start!”

Boom! !

George also did not reserve, opening up all the majestic energy of the Dragon Heart,
and pouring it into the Five Elements God Stone. The earth-colored light suddenly
entered its peak state, and the mountain at George’s feet slammed a few meters away.
High, soil and rock flow into the water at a faster rate.

“Damn, it’s getting hot now.”



“The victory or defeat can be divided in a moment. Although George can carry it up to
now, I am very surprised, but compared to the true god, he is always an ant. Once Ao
Shane moves true, the shape of the ant will definitely be revealed.”

“That’s natural, it was just playing around with this kid, wait a minute. He will know what
real strength is.”

When the two people in the sky can really open up, no one is optimistic about George,
even if the five elements occupy Absolute advantage. But sometimes in the face of
absolute strength, these are empty talks.

Absolute strength, regardless of suppression. Regardless of tactics, it is so simple and
rude.

At this time, the two people in the sky, the Golden Gates were all opened, and the power
of the soil and water on both sides was under the surface of the water, which can be
described as undercurrents.

The two of them were also sweating profusely, their bodies trembling slightly because of
the energy madly instilled, and Ao Shane’s arrogant face was full of shock, and several
minutes had passed, but. George was not directly bounced out because he couldn’t
supply energy as

he had expected , but instead he insisted… In his expectation, it only takes one second.
This is how George should be.

How could this be? !

George looked equally shocked, even if he had the heart of the Dragon Race and had
absorbed so much energy from the Eight Desolation Book of Heaven, but this time he
was obviously a little bit more entrusted, and the power of the true god was really not
trivial. As time went by, George also began to be overwhelmed.

“Devil Dragon, why don’t you come out and help?” George shouted dullly.

“Help?” Suppressed by the two true gods just now. The blood of the dragon is
suppressed, and the soul of the dragon is even more miserable. Not only will it be
restricted by the blood of the dragon, but also because of coexistence with George and
restricted by the golden body. Now the soul of the dragon is obviously injured. “I also
count on your dragon heart to help me cultivate. I can endure you desperately to release
energy, and now you want me to do it, don’t you think you are too much?”

“Then the opposite is true god. I can Is there any way to do it?” George was depressed.

” It’s not over, you can’t help it, can I have a way? “The Devil Dragon also whispered
very depressed.



“Or, I will enter the rage mode again?” George frowned: “Re-awaken the blood of the
dragon and help me?”

“Are you going to kill me? You want to wake the blood of the dragon, and the blood of
the dragon will let me My soul of the dragon is also awakened, and I have to fight with
you for the body again. In my current situation, I guess you will be completely out of
control, and I can’t suppress it. You can wake up if you want to get hurt. Dreaming. Then
both of us will die in demonization.” The magic dragon said coldly.

“Damn, this doesn’t work, that doesn’t work either. Waiting for death?” George said
unwillingly.

“Unless, your dragon heart can give me some strength to let me recover quickly. Once I
recover, we can re-demonize, at least. In case someone hits us again, after the demon
blood is suppressed, I can still be the same as before. Control it, and then return the
body to you.” The Soul of the Devil Dragon said.

“Divide some for you?” George was stunned. At the moment, the dragon heart’s breath
was fully opened, the energy was fully released, and it was completely unbearable to Ao
Shane’s attack. How else could he be divided?

However, Ao Shane’s words caused George to have an idea: “Damn, as soon as you
said it, last time, my dragon heart suddenly released super fierce energy that I couldn’t
even think of. Why didn’t this time? Up?”

Chapter 2316

Thinking of that time, George was still unfinished. The energy released by the heart of
the dragon clan was so huge that George was shocked at the time.

He has used the heart of the dragon for so long, and has never seen such a scene.

Even that kind of scene is now. It is still one of the roots of George’s full confidence.

But this time, how could it become calm again, or in other words, the most conventional
usage? !

George was puzzled…

“Hahahaha!” In the

Eight Desolation Book, the old sweeper suddenly smiled and looked at the old sweeper.
Can’t help laughing: “This silly boy, last time you helped him, it looks like he was
addicted to help, and he still doesn’t forget it until this time.”

Bahuang Tianshu suddenly covered his forehead with his hand. Full of embarrassment:
“Oh, this brat…”



“Then what do you think?”

“What else can I think? Although pressure is a motivation, sometimes too much
pressure is a motivation hindrance, don’t you Forget, this guy is facing two true gods.
Although I am the same as you, I hope he can directly shake the two true gods, but it
may not be a good thing to pull out the seedlings and encourage them.” Yahuang
Tianshu laughed.

The sweeping old man nodded: “Three thousand exercises are not enough. What can
be useful is rare, or it is still improving at all. It is good to deal with ordinary people. It is
natural to deal with masters but not enough.”

“Secondly, the two old men bullied a young man by two, I really can’t stand it, or else,
you will help him?” The

Bahuang Tianshu smiled slightly, and his hands moved slightly. Suddenly, the sky over
the entire Eight Desolation World. The wind is moving…

“Boom!”

At about the same time, George outside, the power from the dragon’s heart in his hand
suddenly increased. Suddenly, the mountain at the foot rose a few meters higher, and
the light of the earthy color directly touched on it.

“Swipe!”

Hmm!

Ao Shane only felt an extremely strong force from the opposite side suddenly hit, and
the whole person was suddenly shocked by the strange force. He retreated a few steps,
the blood was reversed, and his throat suddenly became sweet. A stream of blood went
directly into the mouth.

Ao Shane hurriedly shut up and swallowed the bloody blood back into his throat.
Although his complexion pretended to be calm, he could not conceal the shock and
panic in his eyes.

“This kid, how could it be possible!” Ao Shane yelled angrily, looking at George on the
other end extremely unwillingly.

But Aoshi is so guarded. George was in a daze.

What is the bird situation? !

He didn’t exert his strength, so why did his mother suddenly come with such a powerful
force? ! Could it be that the heart of this dragon clan can still understand people’s words.
Or guess your own mind? !



Damn, what can you think of, is it so magical?

But, why haven’t you heard Linlong mention it? !

“Damn it. What the hell, why are you… Why is there such a strong force suddenly?”
Such a huge energy. Even the soul of the dragon in the body was shocked!

“I… I don’t know.” George was also stunned: “I just thought about it… it suddenly
appeared uncontrollably.”

“Damn, you fcuking fool me .” ?? Your own things, would you not know?” The Soul of the
Dragon did not believe it.

“Damn, then you’re still a dragon, you don’t even know about the heart of the dragon
clan?” George shouted depressed.

“Stop talking nonsense, now that the energy is so great, can you share it with me? I
want to heal my wounds!” The Soul of the Devil Dragon said very depressed.

It was unlucky enough and was beaten by George. After the fight, he would be tricked by
a rascal like George, and when he was finished, he was forced to come out for business.
It didn’t take long for the business to be beaten by two true gods again… The

dignified ancient dragon, with today’s end, it can be described as terrible…

“Fun!” George was definitely not the one who smashed the grind and killed the donkey.
Although the soul of the dragon took over his body and even threatened him at the
beginning, since he made peace, George would definitely keep his promise and would
not take advantage of him. Illness is killing him.

And just now, the Soul of the Devil Dragon really did his best, and he was injured, so he
didn’t hesitate to save him by himself.

Thinking of this, George directly assigned part of his power to the Soul of the Devil
Dragon.

The power is branched, and the powerful power that George released from the heart of
the dragon clan is also weakened a lot. However, even if the energy is reduced a lot, the
opposite Ao Shane did not relax his vigilance at all, but couldn’t help but be more
careful. .

After all, for him, George suddenly weakened in strength, it was definitely not that he
weakened, but it must be George deliberately paralyzing himself, just like just now, he
first used a wave of similar strength to contend, then suddenly strengthened and hit Hurt
yourself.

It’s just…Ao Shane obviously thinks too much about everything…



George’s side is obviously an accident. It can even be said that George himself doesn’t
know what’s going on. Ao Shane is obviously smart but he is smart. Mistake, tossing a
whole circle, but throwing myself into the pit.

At this time, as energy was continuously distributed to the soul of the dragon, the injury
of the soul of the dragon was constantly recovering.

George thought that Ao Shane would launch a counterattack, but saw that Ao Shane
had been staring at him vigilantly, and there was no movement for more than ten
minutes.

“I’m almost done.” The Soul of the Devil Dragon spoke softly at this time.

Chapter 2317

With the words of the soul of the dragon, a lot of energy from the heart of the dragon
race was slowly transferred to George’s body at this time.

“If necessary, we can give it a try!” The Soul of the Dragon said softly.

“I see.” George nodded, gathered all his strength, and refocused on Ao Shane.

“Damn, brat. I knew that your kid was playing yin with me, but the old man was
prepared.” The Ao Shane on the other end didn’t even know what happened. He
perfectly assisted George to complete the fight against Demon Dragon. He didn’t know
the help of the soul, and was still secretly cheering for his “smartness”.

The divine power in his hand was opened, and he directly blessed the water divine
halberd in his hand and pushed it over.

“The true god is indeed the true god, I’m like this, he actually can withstand it so much!”
Feeling the huge energy of Ao Shane directly back. Even with the sudden and powerful
dragon heart to support, George still felt extremely uncomfortable.

“Get up!” George snorted coldly, and the energy of his whole body attacked without
reservation.

“Hmm!!” With

a muffled hum, Ao Shane, who had just started to gain momentum, was immediately
forced to retreat a few steps. Although he gritted his teeth desperately, the immense
force still pushed his body back continuously.

Although George’s energy is not as good as Ao Shane. However, with the suppression
of the Five Elements Divine Stone on the earthen water and the powerful energy inside
the Dragon Heart, it could have been barely supported for a short period of time. Now,



with the indirect shot of the Bahuang Heavenly Book, its power naturally has the upper
hand.

If Ao Shane hadn’t been the Water God Halberd, he would have been too powerful, and
it would have been defeated by internal force competition alone.

While Ao Shane was suffering, he turned his eyes to Lu Wushen in the distance. As he
expected, the old fellow Lu Wushen didn’t even want to make a move at all. He had the
same peace of mind as his own, and he couldn’t ask for it. George can consume the
other party as much as possible.

” Brat. I don’t know where your strength is, but do you think you won? Delusion! “Ao
Shane snorted coldly.

As soon as the voice fell, he pierced the middle finger directly, and a drop of blood
immediately hit the top of the water god’s halberd. The turbulent waves of water
suddenly appeared black and red light, and at the same time, the power rushed more
fiercely.

“Help me!” George shouted coldly.

Immediately afterwards, the golden light on the whole person was flourishing. Almost at
the same time, the Burning Suzaku, Taixu Dragon Emperor and the White Tiger three
beasts all came out, roaring angrily.

“War!” The Soul of the Dragon snorted coldly.

boom!

At the periphery of the golden body, the spirit of evil spirits gathered again, and George
on the top of the mountain was like a god and a devil. There are golden light and black
air.

“Broken!”

one person and one dragon shouted almost simultaneously!

boom!

An extremely strong energy was directly injected into the Five Elements Divine Stone,
and at this time the Five Elements Divine Stone also burst into light and loudly, followed
by a loud noise. At the bottom of the mountain, countless gravel and mud broke out of
the water…

spread all the way from the foot of the mountain to the world!

boom!



The black gold light rushed to the water god halberd less than half a meter. Like a tiger
out of the cage, it jumped out.

boom!

Ao Shane’s body suddenly seemed to be hit by some huge tank or train, and the whole
person was thrown away tens of meters away, and the mighty water god’s halberd in his
hand suddenly lost its luster at this time.

The water of the Wanli River was still ferocious just now. At this time, it had suddenly
evaporated and disappeared in

midair … above. Only the majestic mountain is still there, and George, dressed in
golden light, stepped on the spirit of evil spirits.

There was dead silence throughout the scene. Not even any breathing sound can be
heard at this moment, everyone’s eyes are open like the eyes of a copper bull, and it
has been a long time to be unable to return to their senses.

George…

George directly repelled Ao Shane.

The tallest person in this world, the tallest person who is afraid of hope, George not only
dared to accept the move, even… even completed the anti-kill!

Although only hurt Aoshi. But such an achievement is already incredible in anyone’s
eyes.

“He…he repelled Ao Zhenshen?”

“I… did I just look at Dazzling?”

“No, we didn’t spend any money, George did repel Ao Shane. Although I didn’t want to
admit it, However, this is an iron fact completed under the eyes of hundreds of
thousands of people.”

“Is there really anyone in this world who can touch the power of the true god with the
body of a mortal? When the world of all directions began to open from chaos As far as
humans are concerned, there is an insurmountable gulf between gods and humans. The
deep gap is said to be unimaginable.”

“Our cultivation level, not to mention the difference of one class, is even one. A small
segment. The gap is also extremely large, and the gap between the true god and
humanity can reach a gap of several classes, and we all know that the higher the level,
the larger the gap between a small segment. The gap is even more… I really don’t know
how George did it.”



“Although George is already synonymous with a miracle creator in Bafang World, it’s the
top of Qishan, Baguio Palace. It doesn’t matter if one person is broken into ten thousand
people, or the Void Sect’s defeat of the Medicine God Pavilion, but these are always the
miracles and the pinnacle of limits that humans can create. While shocking everyone, it
is always reasonable, but this time… …fcuk. Not to mention that there is no one before
and there is no one to come after. Just to say this is too unreal, right?”

“True? I’m afraid you have forgotten this guy, but he can come out of the endless abyss.
Endless Where is the abyss? A forbidden place in the world of eight directions for
thousands of years, where countless true gods have bent their waists, I ask you, is that
true? Tell this kid the truth, I have discovered it now, isn’t that just like being a soldier
What’s the point?”

” For us, anything that George did is true, but we need to name him a new term.

” “George phenomenon!” “

George phenomenon!

When a group of people talked about it and finally defined the word, the whole crowd
suddenly boiled over.

But while it was boiling, no one came out to refute.

Yes, George broke the conventions of the Bafang world time and time again, and even
some knowledge and taboos that had long been ingrained in their hearts, and these
things beyond cognition are themselves a phenomenon. Use the phenomenon of
George. How could it be too much to describe it? !

“Now…I think I finally understand why George can get the Pangu axe, which has been
rumored for many years. Sometimes the adventures of others are not just as simple as
luck.”

“Yes, we always think that the true god is very strong and cannot be offended. ,
However, we have been ignoring an extremely terrible fact. “As if someone suddenly
thought of something, the whole person was suddenly pale.

Chapter 2318

“We…but have been trying to provoke this guy. We have always been on the verge of
death, trying crazy back and forth!” Someone took the next sentence.

As soon as this remark came out, many people looked pale. Especially those who
supported Ao Shane’s defeat of George just now, they regretted each and every one of
them, and their heads were buried very low, for fear that he would scold them only when
they were recognized.



Who dares to touch this kind of brow in this kind of knotty eyes?

“fcuk, I just said. George can create miracles, who is not long-eyed scolding Lao Tzu?
Stand up for me!”

“fcuk, you are right, George is Lao Tzu’s idol. Who specializes You dare to say bad
things about him, stand up to Lao Tzu, first see if the knife in my hand can answer it!”

“Yes, that’s right, I am also followed by George, I put it here. Don’t let me hear anyone
saying that George is not a word, otherwise, I’m not polite to rest with the long sword in
my hand. “

There are moments of rebellion again, and some who have been silently supporting
George, but have not dared to speak. Yes, by now, each of them has become stiff, and
can’t help shouting arrogantly in the crowd.

The strong is self-reliant, and George repels Ao Shane’s move. Naturally, he is the
strong. Does anyone dare to say nothing at this time? !

Ye Gucheng was shocked. Hearing these remarks, the whole person was furious:
“Close your stinky mouths to me. George is just a trash. What are you talking about?
Any more nonsense, I will tear your mouth.”

“Haha. We said George, what does it matter to you?” Someone suddenly dissatisfied.

“fcuk, I said that I can’t say that I can’t say.” Ye Gucheng became furious, almost
demented, how can he stand George’s majesty on it.

” how? Seeing that George is so strong, doesn’t it feel good in my heart? But what can
you do if you don’t taste it? All young people. Look at George, then look at you. One is
fighting against the true gods in the sky, while the other is complaining about this and
that like a grieving wife on the ground. Seriously, you only have the ability to nag us here.
“

“That’s not it. You said George is not rubbish? You have to be capable, you can go up
and fight

if you have the skills.” If it’s normal. They might be afraid of Ye Gucheng’s roar, but it’s
different now. George is showing off his power on the top, and the sentiment is also very
exciting. Ye Gucheng’s work naturally caused dissatisfaction from many people.

Ye Gucheng grinned furiously. I wanted to do it right away, but was grabbed by Gu You,
and cursed coldly: “You still don’t feel embarrassed enough, are you?”

Wang Yanzhi was also very angry by George, but looked at Ye Gucheng like a Like a
clown jumping beam, he couldn’t help but feel funny, glanced at him mockingly, and
watched a good show.



“They… they talk nonsense.” Even if Ye Gucheng was caught by Gu You, he still
couldn’t bear the anger in his heart.

He himself is a man of extreme self. I feel that everyone in the world should hold him in
the palm of his hand. This has something to do with his childhood education and the
habit brought by Qin Qingfeng and several master teachers vying to get him into the
peak. It is also related to his own character. How can he see others better than him?

Especially this person is George.

“George is a waste at all. I don’t allow anyone to talk nonsense.” Ye Gucheng said
coldly.

When Gu You heard this, he didn’t get angry but laughed, and looked up and down Ye
Gucheng: “Really? I don’t know if George is a trash, but what you are doing now, I can
be sure that you are. Real sound waste.”

“Shut up!” With

a cold snort, Ye Gucheng wanted to refute, but there was no way to refute it.

Above the sky.

Lu Wushen was also slightly stunned: “What?!”

Ao Shane’s strength, he knew well, and even he himself would be afraid of three points,
but George broke. Forget it, it was even possible to repel Aoshi under the ratio of
internal strength.

“This kid, what’s going on?” Lu Wushen was almost full of questions. He even had a
very strange idea at this time. If he had the opportunity, he really wanted to use George
to study it!

He actually counted on George to consume a wave of Ao Shane, at least at that time,
Ao Shane’s loss would become extremely large, and he would return to the starting line
similar to himself.

But where did you think that George not only consumed Ao Shane, but also
unexpectedly defeated Ao Shane.

“Lu Wushen, when do you want to see?” At this moment, the painful Ao Shane shouted
angrily.

Although calling Lu Wushen for help was the situation that Ao Shane was most unwilling
to accept, but what could be done now? How could it be better than being defeated by
George?



If you lose, then the names of the three true god families in the Immortal Sea will exist in
name only.

The most important thing is that Ao Shane didn’t dare to fight with George completely.
He didn’t understand the truth that the snipe and the clam competed for the profit of the
fisherman!

Only then did Lu Wushen reflect, with a move of golden light in his hand, he directly
blasted at George: “Come!”
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